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Abstract

Recent technological innovations have created new opportunities for the increased adoption of virtual reality (VR) and augment-

ed reality (AR) applications in medicine. While medical applications of VR have historically seen greater adoption from patient-

as-user applications, the new era of VR/AR technology has created the conditions for wider adoption of clinician-as-user

applications. Historically, adoption to clinical use has been limited in part by the ability of the technology to achieve a sufficient

quality of experience. This article reviews the definitions of virtual and augmented reality and briefly covers the history of their

development. Currently available options for consumer-level virtual and augmented reality systems are presented, along with a

discussion of technical considerations for their adoption in the clinical environment. Finally, a brief review of the literature of

medical VR/AR applications is presented prior to introducing a comprehensive conceptual framework for the viewing and

manipulation of medical images in virtual and augmented reality. Using this framework, we outline considerations for placing

these methods directly into a radiology-based workflow and show how it can be applied to a variety of clinical scenarios.
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Introduction

Virtual and augmented reality have sought to address 3D vi-

sualization needs in medicine since the early 1990s [1–3]. The

early, popular applications focused on visualizing complex

anatomy in conjunction with the planning of and training for

surgical procedures [4], including a surgical planning process

in virtual reality (VR) using hardware developed by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration in the USA

[5]. Today, the domain of virtual reality in medicine encom-

passes medical education, surgical planning, communication

facilitation, and a wide range of therapeutic interventions. As

of 2012, Pensieri and Pennacchini counted nearly 12,000 pub-

lications using common search terms for VR applications in

healthcare [6]. Total spending on virtual reality and augment-

ed reality (AR) products is expected to reach USD $215 bil-

lion in 2021 [7] with the global healthcare augmented and

virtual reality market expected to reach $5.1 billion by 2025

[8].

A review and analysis of VR/AR is timely, as a succession

of technological breakthroughs has drastically increased the

quality and accessibility of compelling, immersive VR and

AR in an era of personalized medicine. In parallel, the medical

community has quickly adopted a new era of related transfor-

mative technologies in the form of 3D printing applications

[9]. This review will outline the landscape of VR and AR

technologies made accessible within the last 3 years. The ef-

fective use of virtual reality in radiological and other medical

applications will be discussed, and parallels and differences

with medical 3D printing will be illustrated.

Brief History of VR and AR

The visualization of digital information in three dimensions

started with early prototypes of VR technologies dating back

to the 1950s. The first devices are credited to Morton Heilig,

who introduced the idea of multi-sensory cinematic and sim-

ulation experiences [10]. In 1960, Heilig was granted a patent

for his concept of a head-worn analog display that

encompassed the wearer’s periphery, and included optical
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controls, stereophonic sounds, and smells [11]. A refined de-

sign of a head-mounted display (HMD) was released in 1966

by Ivan Sutherland (Sword of Damocles). This design fea-

tured two cathode ray tubes that combined to produce a ste-

reoscopic display with a 40° field of view. Being too heavy to

wear unsupported, this HMD was suspended from the ceiling

by cantilevers which also served to track the wearer’s viewing

direction. By 1973, computer-generated graphics were intro-

duced and begun to supplant panoramic images or camera

feeds. The first 3D Bwire-frame^ graphics displayed between

200 and 400 polygon scenes (frames) at a rate of 20 frames per

second, using processors that are the precursors of modern

graphics processing units (GPUs) that are necessary to achieve

modern VR and AR applications.

Developed alongside the first head-mounted displays were

peripheral devices that provided some of the earliest examples of

haptic feedback. Work in this area was largely driven by NASA

and other government agencies interested in developing flight

simulators and training systems for space exploration.

Eventually, commercial versions of VR systems with integrated

haptic feedback peripherals were released in the late 1980s and

early 1990s by major video game developers and the entertain-

ment industry but were plagued by performance issues and high

costs. As such, VR/AR technologies were relegated to large

government, academic, and corporate institutions who nonethe-

less realized the potential for medical applications. Over the last

two decades, various medical VR/AR technologies have been

evaluated for their ability to support visualization, simulation,

and guidance of medical interventions, and for the ability to aid

in diagnosis, planning, or therapy [12, 13].

Definitions of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented
Reality (AR)

The terms Bvirtual reality^ and Baugmented reality ,̂ while not

new, are frequently confused due to their occasional misuse by

the media during the growing popularity of new consumer de-

vices. While distinct, both technological streams share the hall-

marks of real-time simulation with multi-modal sensation or

interaction of virtual elements coupled with positional tracking

[10]. Where VR and AR differ is the incorporation of real-

world elements. Virtual reality refers to the immersion within

a completely virtual environment, which is often or most-easily

achieved by taking over the entirety of a participant’s peripheral

field-of-view via a head-mounted display (HMD). CAVE

Automatic Virtual Environments, or CAVEs, can also be used,

wherein the virtual environment is created by a series of room

projectors displaying images on the room walls (the CAVE)

that are synchronized to shutter glasses worn by the user to

demultiplex the projected stereoscopic views.

In AR, virtual elements are overlapped onto the surround-

ing real-world environment, often using an HMD that does

not occlude the wearer’s vision. Modern AR systems range

from simple, handheld displays showing models

superimposed on real-world video images [14] to head-

mounted devices with see-through glasses that allow wearers

to visualize virtual elements superimposed on the surrounding

real-world environment with additive blending [15, 16]. The

latter is known as see-through AR. Other implementations

consist of video pass-through headsets with front-facing cam-

eras that supply a stereoscopic video feed upon which virtual

models are superimposed [14]. This is referred to as pass-

through AR. The interaction of real-world images and virtual

elements in virtual reality, see-through AR, and pass-through

AR implementations is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Given their common elements, the relationship between

VR and AR can be better-conceptualized using the concept

of the reality-virtuality continuum [17, 18]. Figure 2 illus-

trates this continuum between two extremes, with the real

world (reality) on the one end, and a completely virtual

reality on the other. The space between defines the

mixed-reality virtuality continuum that includes a combi-

nation of both real and virtual elements. Augmented reality

refers to a largely real environment with few virtual ele-

ments, while the less relevant concept of augmented virtu-

ality (AV) is composed of a predominately virtual environ-

ment with elements of the real world.

Components of VR and AR

The two minimum components required to create a virtual or

augmented reality experience are (1) positional tracking of the

user’s eyes or head, and (2) visualization of virtual elements

from the user’s perspective. These two components together

facilitate a 3D perspective of virtual elements that maintain an

independent position in space; this is a predicate of a 3D

environment with which the user can interact.

Positional Tracking

Positional tracking in VR and AR is primarily used to

determine, in real-time, the image and perspective to dis-

play to the user’s eyes. Secondary to this function, tracking

is also used to determine the position of the user’s hands or

handheld peripherals (e.g., controllers) to allow for 3D in-

teraction with virtual elements. Tracking technology gen-

erally comes in two forms: full positional (6 degrees of

freedom) or rotational-only (3 degrees of freedom) track-

ing. Rotational-only tracking can be accomplished with a

combination of gyroscopes, accelerometers, and some-

times magnetometers called inertial measurement units

(IMU) [10], commonly found in most smartphones. Full

positional tracking requires the additional use of computer

vision [19], laser-based tracking [20], magnetic tracking

[10], or a combination of these technologies.
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Visualization

In current VR head-mounted devices, visualization is provid-

ed by small, high-resolution screens. Today, these screens

have exceptional capabilities, as the technology was mass

marketed and advanced owing to the development of the

smartphone. Recent advances in low-persistence display tech-

nology, i.e., display technology that only displays the image

for a small proportion of the total frame time, has greatly

contributed in the reduction of visual blurring due to head

motion, and has been a key factor in the improved sense of

immersion produced by modern systems compared to their

predecessors [21]. In between the eyes and the screens, spe-

cially crafted lenses are inserted that angle the incoming light

from the screen in order to both make the images displayed on

the screen appear more distant, and to encompass as much of

the user’s field-of-view as possible.

Environment

Today, virtual reality refers to a number of diverse environ-

ments, ranging from 360° pre-recorded video to fully

immersive virtual interactive environments. The two main de-

terminants that characterize the experience are the level of

interaction that is possible with the visualized environment,

and the perception of immersion in the environment. As ex-

pected, the continuum of experiences differs in tandem with

the technical sophistication, and different approaches are read-

ily categorized and distinguished by the degree of sophistica-

tion in visualization and tracking technology they employ as is

illustrated in Fig. 3.

Modern Virtual and Augmented Reality Technology

Virtual Reality Hardware Technologies

Virtual and augmented reality have recently re-emerged as

booming and rapidly changing technologies, catalyzed by ad-

vances in smartphone display technology, improvements in

graphics processing units (GPUs), and tracking technology

including revolutions in inertial measurement units [22] and

optical tracking systems. The two first modern widely-

available PC-based consumer VR platforms were the HTC

Vive (HTC Corporation, New Taipei City, China) and the

Oculus Rift (Oculus VR, Menlo Park, CA).

The Oculus Rift, released inMarch 2016, uses a proprietary

tracking system called Constellation which achieves six de-

grees of freedom positional and rotational tracking using

Fig. 1 An illustration of how the user visualizes virtual elements and real-world images with (a) virtual reality, (b) pass-through augmented reality, and
(c) see-through augmented reality headsets

Fig. 2 Illustration of the reality-virtuality continuum. Augmented reality (AR) is a subset of the mixed-reality space between the two extremes of the
contiuum, with reality (i.e., a completely real environment) on one end and virtual reality (i.e., a completely virutal environment) on the other
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IMUs, USB connected optical cameras, and patterned infrared

(IR) LEDmarkers on the tracked devices. Following the initial

release of the headset, handheld controllers, called Oculus

Touch, were released in December of 2016 to provide a com-

plete, interactive VR system.

The HTC Vive was a collaboration between HTC

Corporation and Valve Corporation (Bellevue, WA) and was

released concurrently with tracked controllers. It uses a full

room-scale, 360° tracking system called SteamVR® Tracking

[20]. This tracking system makes use of IMUs in combination

with two Bbase stations^ that regularly sweep the room with IR

lasers (which are detected by photodiodes on the tracked ob-

jects) and is capable of tracking a rectangular tracking volume

with a 5-m diagonal separation. Both the HTCVive and Oculus

Rift have two OLED displays with a resolution of 1080 × 1200

pixels per eye. The next-generation Vive system, the HTCVive

Pro, was recently released and features higher resolution dis-

plays (1440 × 1600 pixels per display) and other incremental

upgrades to the form factor. Additionally, Valve has released an

upgraded version of its SteamVR® Tracking system that will

cover a larger tracking volume using additional base stations.

More recently, Windows Mixed Reality has emerged as a

third hardware platform choice. This suite of headsets, pro-

duced by various partnered companies, share the same inside-

out, computer vision tracking—i.e., where tracking is accom-

plished by analyzing changes in images of the surrounding

environment from cameras mounted in the headset rather than

by external cameras tracking the location of markers on the

headset—and run on the Windows Mixed Reality software

platform. Windows Mixed Reality VR systems tend to be

cheaper than the HTC or Oculus alternatives although their

inside-out tracking potentially sacrifices tracking robustness

for ease and convenience of hardware setup.

Mobile vs Tethered Technologies

Apart from PC-connected or so-called Btethered^ VR hard-

ware, innovations in modern VR technology have also led to

new mobile form factors for VR headsets. Initially, those

implementations used compatible smartphones that could be

attached to head mounted devices containing lenses. Image

rendering and rotational-only tracking were accomplished

with the internal hardware of the smartphones. Notable exam-

ples of such mobile, smartphone-based VR headsets are the

Samsung Gear VR (Samsung, Seoul, South Korea), Bridge

Mixed Reality and Positional Tracking VR Headset

(Occipital, San Francisco, CA), Google Cardboard (Google,

Mountain View, CA) which is simply a handheld cardboard

shell with lenses, and Google Daydream [23].

Next-generation mobile headsets will feature all-in-one

form factors, where the headsets are stand-alone devices that

do not require a smartphone to function. Three examples are

the Oculus Go with IMU-based 3 degrees of freedom, and the

HTC Vive Focus and Lenovo Mirage Solo (Lenovo, Hong

Kong, China) with 6 degrees of freedom computer vision

tracking.

Mobile VR platforms are likely to see limited clinical adop-

tion beyond certain roles in the near future, largely due to

limitations in computational ability which is considerably re-

duced compared to that of high-end PC-based solutions. The

rendering of most medical datasets requires a high degree of

detail of high spatial resolution and is thus likely to be too

challenging for current mobile processors. Wireless transmit-

ters that allow consumer VR headsets to communicate with

computers without the need for cables may however offer a

short-term solution, allowing clinical adopters of virtual or

augmented reality technologies to combine the computational

ability of high-end PCs with the convenience of a mobile form

factor.

Augmented Reality Technologies

The first commercially available, and by far the most popular,

augmented reality system, called the HoloLens, was intro-

duced by Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, Washington) in

March of 2016. This system uses inside-out computer vision

tracking and the reflection of high-definition light projectors

onto the retina [24] in a mobile form-factor. Inside-out com-

puter vision tracking is the tracking method of choice for most

augmented reality systems since its absence would remove the

advantage augmented reality offers, namely, allowing virtual

elements to interact with the real world.

The choice of a mobile form-factor and the computational

demand of inside-out computer vision tracking currently

places limits on the rendering capability of the HoloLens,

which potentially results in image latency and additionally

poses a limitation in model detail (resolution) which can be

detrimental for medical applications. Additionally, the system

currently has a narrow field-of-view, and some performance

issues have been reported [25]. As such, the current iteration

of this technology likely is insufficient and will require im-

provements before it can meet clinical demands in general.

Fig. 3 Delineation of virtual reality experiences as a function of
technological sophistication
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However, as the technology progresses, we expect that near-

eye, optical see-through AR display systems will inevitably be

adopted for a host of medical applications.

Hardware and Software Requirements

Modern tethered virtual reality systems require a high-end PC

to ensure the ability to display high-resolution wireframe and

volume renderings at sufficiently high frame rates. Computers

fulfilling these requirements will generally be very similar to

computers designed for video games, using high-end CPUs

and graphics cards. Depending on the specifications of a VR

system, the PC may need a certain number of universal serial

bus (USB) 3.0 ports and at least one high-definition multime-

dia interface (HDMI) video port.

Commercial VR systems additionally include software

platforms to facilitate the interaction of individual applications

with VR hardware. To date, three software platforms exist:

SteamVR (Valve Corporation, Bellevue, WA) which is com-

patible with all major VR systems through their OpenVR soft-

ware development kit, the Oculus software platform (Oculus

VR, Menlo Park, CA) which is compatible with the Oculus

Rift, and the Windows Mixed Reality platform (Microsoft

Corporation, Redmond, WA) which supports the suite of

Windows Mixed Reality immersive headsets created by third

parties. Adopters of virtual reality technology will need to be

cognizant of fulfilling PC hardware requirements and will

want to adopt a VR system and compatible software platform

to suit their needs.

Future Systems

The landscape of VR and AR hardware is rapidly evolving

[15]. This evolution is being accelerated by consumer market

interest and the ability of competing vendors to integrate their

systems with the SteamVR® orWindowsMixed Reality soft-

ware platforms. Valve corporation also freely licenses

SteamVR® Tracking to hardware developers [20, 26], open-

ing the opportunity for third parties to make new HMDs or

other accessories that are compatible with their tracking

system.

The technological landscape is somewhat fractured at the

time of writing (early 2018), and early adopters must make

decisions about which platforms to pursue. However, com-

patibility of future technologies will be greatly facilitated

by the development of OpenXR, a cross-platform, open

standard for virtual reality, and augmented reality applica-

tions and devices. This standard is being created under the

direction of the Khronos Group in collaboration with a

group of companies that includes Microsoft, Valve,

Oculus, and HTC among others.

Developing Applications for AR/VR Systems

Commercial medical virtual reality software is only just

starting to emerge [27–31] with only a few applications and

use cases currently available. This means that current adopters

of virtual reality for medical applications may need to develop

their own software applications. Fortunately, the creation of

virtual reality applications is greatly facilitated by accessible,

well documented, and user-friendly game engines such as

Unity (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA) and Unreal

Engine (Epic Games, Cary, NC). These engines provide the

underlying software algorithms that enable developers to

quickly create 3D objects, place them in an environment,

and handle their interactions. Furthermore, freely available

plugins for the various virtual reality software platforms, such

as SteamVR, Oculus, or Windows Mixed Reality, are avail-

able to quickly develop simple applications for the corre-

sponding virtual reality system. These engines and platform-

specific plugins create an exciting opportunity for clinicians

and researchers to experiment with virtual reality in radiology

and medicine, a field ripe with largely unexplored creative

potential. We expect the impact of this re-emerging technolo-

gy to be well-served by the development of in-house applica-

tions and commercial products in the near future.

VR Sickness

An important consideration for adopters of virtual reality tech-

nology is the phenomenon of virtual reality or cyber-sickness

[32, 33]. The most common cause of nausea and discomfort

resulting from exposure to virtual reality experiences is loco-

motion occurring in the virtual scene that does not directly

translate to real-life motion. This causes vestibular mismatch,

similar to car sickness but in the opposite Bdirection^: The

eyes are receiving signals of motion, while the inner ear re-

ceives signals that no motion is present. Vestibular mismatch

immediately induces a reaction in a fraction of users, while

others remain immune to its effect.

To avoid this phenomenon, most VR environments should

be, and often are, designed such that the user’s virtual perspec-

tive is only changed whenever there is actual movement of the

user ’s head. This has design implicat ions when

converting non-VR 3D applications to a virtual reality envi-

ronment. One example is a VR version of virtual

colonography fly-throughs; there is a relative high proportion

of users who become nauseated. VR systems without full 6

degrees of freedom positional tracking, such as mobile VR

headsets that only track rotations, may have higher risk of

causing VR sickness regardless of application design since

they have limited ability to faithfully reproduce head move-

ments in the virtual scene, and thus, there will always be some

amount of disconnect between actual and viewed movement.
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Another factor that affects the comfort of VR experiences is

the refresh rate (frame rate) of on-screen images. This can be

hardware (display technology) or software (low-end PC)-lim-

ited; a threshold of at least 60 frames per second is reported as

a minimum to avoid discomfort and nausea over time. This

threshold places significant technical challenges for medical

applications given the rich, high-resolution datasets produced

by modern imaging modalities. Rendering this data requires

significantly more computing power than simpler objects

found in, e.g., video games. Apart from vestibular mismatch

and frame rate, other causes contributing to possible user dis-

comfort may exist, such as, for example, the unique

decoupling of depth of focus (which is necessarily a constant

depth in VR headsets) and ocular vergence, i.e., the simulta-

neous movement of both eyes in opposite directions to obtain

single binocular vision.

From a clinical perspective, users should be made aware of

the possibility of VR sickness and steps should be taken to

avoid its occurrence such as avoiding experiences with ves-

tibular mismatch and ensuring sufficient frame rate through

the use of adequate hardware and appropriately optimized

software.

Medical Applications of VR and AR

The Role of VR in Medicine

Virtual and augmented reality technologies have many poten-

tial medical roles (Fig. 4). We organize them by their proxim-

ity to direct patient interaction. In the absence of a patient’s

presence entirely, VR and AR are a clinician tool or interven-

tion planning aid. From the patient perspective, virtual reality

can enhance therapy administered under clinician guidance.

However, virtual and augmented reality can also be used as a

tool for patient education about their health or treatment, or to

deliver treatment. Under this schema, medical use of virtual

reality is thus further categorized into either clinician-as-user

or patient-as-user applications.

Patient-as-user clinical applications have beenmore widely

pursued to date, likely because VR applications facilitated

entirely new domains of therapy that are otherwise not possi-

ble. Given that there is no reference standard for these

applications, there is no Bbar^ to exceed, and these novel

therapeutic experiences can still be effective even if tech-

nologically limited by current or past systems. In contrast,

clinician-as-user applications must prove to be as good or

better than current clinical care pathways, and so their

adoption is linked with the ability of the technology to

deliver a robust and improved experience. It is the opinion

of the authors that the new wave of virtual reality technol-

ogy is facilitating new possibilities in the clinician-as-user

domain of medical virtual reality applications.

VR applications were reviewed as early as 1998 [34] with

roughly the same classes of applications as we now define

20 years later. There are three main clinician-as-user catego-

ries: training, surgery (and other intervention) planning, and

medical image interpretation. Additionally, VR and AR appli-

cations are in testing, and use for patient-as-user applications,

i.e. the device is worn by the patient who undergoes the ex-

perience to achieve a therapeutic goal. We now review each of

these categories.

Training

Many sophisticated studies supporting the utility of VR in

medicine are in the field of medical training. In one study,

12 interventional cardiologists were randomly divided into

two equal-sized groups. One group underwent training for

learning carotid artery procedures using a VR simulator and

the other underwent traditional patient-based training. Both

groups had ample skills in intravascular catheter manipula-

tion, although none of the 12 experienced interventionalists

had performed carotid intervention prior to this study. The

group trained with the VR simulator and overall better perfor-

mance than those trained traditionally [35]. Other studies sup-

port equally desirable outcomes. VR has been successfully

used for resident procedural training, e.g., to simulate lumbar

Fig. 4 A delineation of medical
virtual reality applications by the
amount of patient involvement
including the classification of
clinician-as-user and patient-as-
user
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punctures [36] or to better understand complex imaging anat-

omy, for example, the ultrasound appearance of spinal anato-

my [37]. VR/AR methods appear to have great promise in

interventional radiology. Similar results were found from oth-

er sub-specialists. For example, cadaver studies of endoscopic

access with and without an image registration system showed

that use of such a system enhanced the efficiency to access

difficult target organs [38].

There is an abundance of other educational applications.

For example, investigators have constructed a 3D virtual mod-

el of a cell from serial block-face scanning electron micro-

scope (SBEM) imaging data, opening up new opportunities

for learning and public engagement [39]. Not all reports of the

use of VR/AR in clinician education are uniformly positive,

however. Among medical students learning skull anatomy,

both AR and VR were perceived to have a role as educational

tools; however, headaches, dizziness, and blurred vision were

more commonly reported when these supplanted more tradi-

tional tablet-based educational applications [14]. Nonetheless,

educational applications continue to be a topical issue, with

many new reports appearing at annual meetings of multiple

specialties. In an abstract presented at the 11th Annual

Scientific Meeting of Medical Imaging and Radiation

Therapy [40], VRwas incorporated as a medical school teach-

ing program for radiology, with student feedback suggesting

that virtual radiography simulation empowered students to

develop confidence, technical, and cognitive skills. In another

example, the HoloLens was used to display molar impaction

derived from segmented cone-beam CT data sets and led to a

better understanding of these complex 3D relationships in

maxillofacial radiology [41].

Surgery

One of the most-studied applications of 3D models in surgical

planning is 3D printing, wherein 3D models of anatomy and

pathology derived from medical images are manufactured

using a 3D printer [42, 43]. Such models have been used for

multiple procedures and have been evaluated by regulatory

bodies [44, 45]. Like AR/VR, 3D printing requires crossing

disciplines, and engagement of users from many specialties

[46]. As is the case with all diagnostic tools, scientific studies

must support guidelines on appropriate use [47]. Such studies

in 3D printing are making it increasingly acknowledged that

physical models are appropriate for planning complex cases,

e.g., congenital heart disease procedures. VR and AR that

have similar capabilities of presenting 3D models derived

from medical images thus likely have significant potential to

also enhance surgery and promote minimally invasive proce-

dures [12]. Brief reviews of the use of historical mixed reality

technologies in support of surgical procedures are provided by

Linte et al. [12, 13]. One advantage of AR/VR over 3D print-

ing is that it can additionally provide simultaneous display of

real and virtual images [48]. Like 3D printing, the use of AR

and VR has focused on complex cases, where superior appre-

ciation of complex 3D relationships is expected to enhance the

confidence of the interventionalist. In addition to the methods

described in this review, simpler, very low-cost solutions

using two smartphones and a VR headset have been used to

view slit lamp and surgical videos in 3D [49].

Early testing using technologies described in this review

includes training for laparoscopic surgeries [50] as well as

neuroimaging for surgical planning [51] and robot-assisted

surgery [52]. In an orthopedic preclinical study using video-

tracked AR markers, surgeons use an augmented radiolucent

drill whose tip position is detected and tracked in real-time

under video guidance [53].

Image Interpretation

This review includes examples from our lab where VR/AR

approaches have been implemented into clinical practice. To

our knowledge, our group is the first to place these technolo-

gies directly into a radiology-based workflow. However,

many other groups have created VR experiences that import

medical images and are used for radiology reporting [54]. One

example is a depth three-dimensional (D3D) augmented real-

ity system that provides depth perception and focal point con-

vergence that could potentially be used to identify and assess

microcalcifications in the breast [55].

For studying pathology, the HoloLens AR tool has been

considered as ideally suited for digital pathology and has been

tested for autopsy as well as gross and microscopic examina-

tion [56]. Similarly, volumetric electron microscopy data has

been evaluated in the CAVE environment, including for ad-

vanced visualization, segmentation, and advanced analyses of

spatial relationships between very small structures within the

volume [57]. Finally, preliminary work has been done in oph-

thalmology to display images of the retina, with preliminary

reports suggesting high concordance between an experimental

VR method and traditional viewing platforms [58].

Patient-Based VR/AR Therapies

A significant portion of the literature on medical application of

VR/AR focuses on the patient experience, and the incorpora-

tion of VR/AR to enhance more traditional care pathways. A

systematic review (2005–2015) of the use of virtual reality

among patients in acute inpatient medical settings [59] included

11 studies over 3 general applications: first, as a pain manage-

ment tool/to provide distraction from pain, particularly in chil-

dren [60–66], second, to address eating disorders [67, 68], and

third, for cognitive andmotor rehabilitation [69]. The authors of

that review found large heterogeneity in the studies reviewed.

This partly reflects the implementation of new technologies,

and partly the fact that there are many possible ways that these
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collective technologies can be integrated clinically. The dis-

eases and targeted outcomes within these three categories are

diverse, as is the hardware/software combinations used to gen-

erate the VR patient experience. Thus, while the early data

shows promise for such applications to enhance the overall

patient experience, there remains a significant need to imple-

ment a smaller number of strategies for more detailed trials.

Again, not all trials of VR/AR as therapeutic tools have

generated positive results. One randomized, multicenter,

single-blinded controlled trial of patients after ischemic stroke

included 71 subjects who used aWii gaming machine versus a

control cohort of 70 patients who underwent more traditional

recreational therapy. Those in the Wii group did not show

therapeutic benefit in motor function recovery [70]. Whether

the particular method used in that study was sufficient to qual-

ify as a VR approach or not was nonetheless questionable

[71], highlighting the need for additional studies to determine

which, if any VR and AR experiences, should be used. In

general, the appropriateness of therapeutic applications of

VR and AR remains an important, open, question. Other fo-

cused studies have shown great promise for sophisticated sim-

ulations as strategies to enhance rehabilitation. In leg ampu-

tees, interventions may be used for persistent phantom limb

pain, associated with the sensation that the missing extremity

is still present [72].

Because VR simulates reality, it can increase access to psy-

chological therapies wherein patients can repeatedly experi-

ence problematic situations and be taught, via evidence-based

psychological treatments, how to overcome encountered dif-

ficulties [73]. Such Virtual Reality Exposure treatment was

studied in 156 Iraq and/or Afghanistan veterans with post-

traumatic stress disorder [74], and VR methods have also

been studied as a treatment option for spider phobia [75].

VR has also been explored as a potential method to deliver

Dialectical Behavior Therapy to patients with Borderline

Personality Disorder [76]. A comprehensive review of the

experience of one large center, the Virtual Reality Medical

Center in the use of VR therapy to treat anxiety orders, has

been provided in [77].

Virtual Reality Visualization of Medical
Images and Models

While the therapeutic applications of VR and AR are increas-

ing, in the remainder of this review, we focus exclusively on

their use for visualization of medical images and segmented

models for clinician-as-user applications. The visualization of

medical image data in virtual reality can take two main paths:

(1) the visualization of derived (i.e., segmented from the im-

ages) models, such as those that are 3D-printed for, e.g., sur-

gical planning, and (2) the visualization of unsegmented (raw)

image data. Recent improvements in virtual reality technology

introduce the opportunity of creatively combining the intuitive

3D visualization of derived medical models with traditional

and more inventive ways to concurrently view the source 3D

medical image datasets.

The different work flows of the paths to possible image

visualizations in AR/VR are shown in Fig. 5. Straightforward

application of VR is shown in the leftmost path; in this path,

image data used for clinical interpretation can be used to create

segmented models that are subsequently viewed in virtual real-

ity (Fig. 6a). Alternatively, the source image data can be viewed

in one of three ways to aid the clinician to comprehend the

three-dimensional nature of the information. One such

workflow is when one simply creates a virtual screen or mon-

itor that replicates the way in which source, thin section recon-

structed image slices (e.g., in the axial plane for an axial acqui-

sition) are currently viewed on a 2D monitor (Fig. 6b). A sec-

ond possible work flow involves the ability to perform a 2D

multiplanar reformation that samples a Bslice^ of the 3D vol-

ume in space. However, in a VR system, the orientation of the

particular plane can also be displayed so that the user can better

comprehend the spatial relationship of the particular plane in

the 3D image volume (Fig. 6c). The location and orientation of

the planar reformation are interactively selected and can be

changed in real-time by the user. This is typically done within

B3D visualization^ [78] using either a stand-alone thick client

or a thin-client that is also used as a radiology workstation. We

define this mode of source image data viewing in VR as B2.5D

visualization.^More specifics will follow. Finally, volume ren-

dering techniques that display the source image data as a 3D

rendering (a form of 3D visualization), again similar to a stan-

dard radiology 3D workstation, are naturally visualized and

manipulated in a VR environment (Fig. 6d). There are numer-

ous approaches to render 3D data (Fig. 7). These and other

details of the different workflows are described below.

Visualization of Segmented Images

3D visualization refers to the collective methods of viewing a

medical imaging volume on a 2D computer screen [79]. There

are similarities between the 3D visualization workflow, sub-

sequent workflow for 3D printing, and the workflow require-

ments for virtual reality. However, some differences between

these workflows exist, as detailed below.

3D models destined for printing are often saved as stan-

dard tessellation language (STL), additive manufacturing

file (AMF), or 3D manufacturing file (3MF) formats [80].

Since these formats may not be compatible with virtual

reality or 3D rendering software, models may need to be

saved as wavefront or object (OBJ) files which have the

option to include material properties such as color and

shading characteristics in addition to the definition of tri-

angles that are found in STL files.
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For 3D printing, there are recommendations for the number

of triangles describing the shape of a model for 3D printing for

different anatomical sites [42]. These recommendations were

chosen to represent the limit of detail beyond which has no

benefit to the provider. The demanding computational require-

ments of rendering images for virtual reality (i.e., the

Fig. 5 Possible workflows for viewing radiology images. The images can be viewed as segmented models or as unsegmented image data with increasing
three-dimensional integration

Fig. 6 Radiological image visualization modes using the same scan set.
(a) An example of a segmented model derived from a CT scan. (b) An
example of a 2D visualization of an unsegmented image. (c) An example
of a B2.5D^ visualization. (d) An example of (3D) volume rendering

Fig. 7 Flat vs smooth shading. (a), (b) Illustrations of the normal vectors
for flat and smooth shading, respectively. (c), (d) The result of using flat
and smooth shading, respectively, on a heart model
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requirement of having two high-definition displays, one for

each eye, and both of which display data in a synchronized

manner at a high frame rate) may limit the number of triangles/

vertices that one can use in a model (or group of models

whenever multiple models must be displayed) before

impacting smooth rendering performance and subsequently

introducing the risk of nauseating the user. These limits will

depend directly on the technical specifications of the computer

hardware used for visualization and the details of the software

implementation but, given current technology, will generally

be lower than the number of triangles recommended for 3D

printing. Given current computer hardware limitations, this

creates a challenge for model creators to include sufficient

anatomical detail to maintain clinical accuracy while allowing

for smooth, real-time interactive visualization. We recom-

mend that early adopters acquire the best-performing comput-

er system available to help them overcome this limitation as

much as possible.

Models displayed in 3D rendering have lighting and mate-

rial parameters that affect how they are visualized in a scene lit

by one or more virtual light sources. Analogous to the selec-

tion of printing material and color, the clinical efficacy of VR-

visualized models can be improved through careful selection

of material properties for the displayed model, such as color,

lighting parameters (i.e., smoothness, glossiness), transparen-

cy, or textures. In addition to material properties, the displayed

object will look different based on the rendering technique

used to render these properties. For example, models can be

rendered with smooth or flat shading; in each shading model,

the effects of light interacting with a model (e.g., reflection,

refraction) are calculated by making use of normal vectors

defined for each vertex of the triangles comprising the model.

This would be analogous to the vertices of the triangles for

STL models. For a given point on the face of a triangle in a

model, the effective normal is calculated as a weighted mean

of the normal at each of the vertices. The vertex normals can

be defined as a face-specific parameter (one normal direction

per face: flat shading) where the normal is the same at each

vertex of the triangle, or as a vertex-specific parameter (one

normal per vertex: smooth shading) where the normal at each

vertex is the mean of the normals for the adjoining faces.

Smooth vs. flat normals and their effect on shading are illus-

trated in Fig. 7. The choice of smooth or flat shading can have

implications for the amount of detail required in a model’s

mesh. The appearance of smoothness can normally be

achieved with sufficient model detail (i.e., number of triangles

in the model), but smooth appearance can also be accom-

plished with a lower detail model using smooth shading nor-

mals. In the case of a low detail model, one needs to be careful

that the resulting visualization still reflects the anatomy with

high fidelity.

For 3D printing, segmentation typically includes only those

tissues directly relevant for the model to be held by the

clinician. This choice is derived by the permanent, fixed na-

ture of a 3D printed model, and additional structures, general-

ly, distract or obscure those anatomical features highlighted by

the model. Since segmented models in virtual reality may be

resized, clipped, faded, or removed by the user interactively in

real-time via a software user-interface, the requirement of par-

simonious anatomical inclusion is no longer necessary. This

enables clinicians, should they collectively decide, to include

more surrounding or contextual anatomy in their models. The

benefit of a larger amount of segmented tissue must be

weighed against the limits of the performance of the rendering

engine with respect to the number of total vertices in a scene.

Judicious use of detail in each segmented model, for example,

sacrificing some detail for models of less direct relevance, can

help improve the overall responsivity and interactive experi-

ence. Notably, the flexibility offered through virtual reality

may even be a powerful tool to guide and assess the selection

of tissues to include for 3D printed models themselves—par-

ticularly given the current absence of clear guidelines for the

tissues that should be included for a given indication.

To be compatible with 3D printer software, polygon

meshes defining models to be printed by 3D printers have

strict requirements for being closed surfaces with no open

faces or holes so that printers can fill each volume defined

by the mesh’s closed surface with solid or porous material.

A segmented polygon mesh viewed with 3D rendering in VR

has no such requirements; however, the illusion of being a

solid object is maintained only insofar as the defined surfaces

remain fully rendered. One of the immediate benefits of using

virtual reality to visualize and manipulate 3D models is the

ability to intuitively manipulate handheld cutting planes that

allow one to visualize cross sections of the model in real time

(Fig. 8).

However, without properly accounting for this interaction,

the illusion of viewing a solid object can be disrupted when

using a cut plane through the model, e.g., in order to cut

anatomy that is located more proximal to the user to see more

distal anatomy obscured by it. The intuitive understanding of

the anatomy can be hindered when using cut planes without

appropriate rendering. Specifically, by default, 3D rendering

Fig. 8 Example handheld cutting plane used to visualize the interior
chambers of a heart model
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engines generally avoid rendering the back faces or inside

surfaces of objects to avoid unnecessary computational over-

head. This technique is known as back-face culling; the effect

of clipping through an object with back-face culling can be

seen in Fig. 9b. If one renders objects with no back-face

culling (Fig. 9c, d), then the inside surfaces of the object be-

come visible when the object is cut away. This is generally a

better representation than is produced by back-face culling,

but depending on the method used to render the back faces,

it can be visually confusing to the user (Fig. 9c). The simplest

solution to maintain the illusion of a solid object is to add a

second material, a single, unlit color, that is only used to ren-

der the back-faces of objects (Fig. 9d). This conveniently re-

produces the illusion that the cutting plane is interacting with a

solid object.

The resulting effect of the various rendering options is

demonstrated in Fig. 10, which illustrates a model of the heart

interacting with a cutting plane: The figure illustrates back-

face culling (Fig. 10a), both front and back faces rendered

with the single material properties selected for the heart

(Fig. 10b), and with a poorly chosen unlit back-face color

(Fig. 10c), or an appropriately chosen unlit back-face color

(Fig. 10d). Despite its simplicity, this techniqueworks remark-

ably well so long as other objects in the scene do not enter the

interior volume of the object. If this happens, then the front

faces of the other objects will appear hovering inside, in this

example inside the myocardial wall. With several interfacing

models that can be manipulated, a more elaborate solution,

specific to each application, may be required (e.g., a biopsy

needle which needs to be seen in the tissue it is entering,

versus a surgical guide that merely needs to be shown resting

against the tissue and does not need to be seen within the

tissue).

Visualization of Unsegmented Images

2D Visualization

Visualization of unsegmented images in virtual reality can be

generally accomplished in three ways, distinguished by their

integration of three-dimensional information. The first repro-

duces or simulates two-dimensional screens typically used for

image viewing. In this case, virtual reality removes some lim-

itations associated with having a physical display such as size,

and may aid in removing distractions as this Bvirtual

workstation^ fully encompasses the field-of-view of the user,

blinding them to the real-world. In 2D visualization, any spa-

tial information contained in the 3D volume of the image is

unused.

The viewing of unsegmented images in virtual reality in-

volves the conversion of DICOM image information to an

image texture. In the context of VR and rendering, texture is

a 2- or 3-D image that is used as a property of the object’s

material in a 3D rendering scene. The rendering enginemerely

renders the texture on the object (in this case, a 2D plane

object) rather than a single color on the object as in Figs. 9

Fig. 9 Illustration of back-face rendering options. (a) Unclipped object.
(b) Clipped object with back-face culling; when the front corner is
clipped, the white background is seen through the opening. (c) Clipped
object with back-faces rendered; when the corner is clipped, the inside
aspect of the faces in the back of the object is revealed, but the resulting
visualization may be confusing to some users. (d)A clipped object with a
single, unlit color used to render all back faces; when the corner is
clipped, the internal aspect of the faces in the back is now rendered as
in (c), but the single color gives the illusion of a solid object

Fig. 10 Back-face rendering options illustrated on a heart model. (a)
Back-face culling. (b) Rendering lit back faces. (c) Rendering a single
unlit color on back faces. (d) Rendering a single, well-chosen color on
back faces
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and 10. Textures come in various storage formats (e.g., RGBA

32-bit floating point per channel). The conversion of pixel

values, for example, Hounsfield units for CT images, to tex-

ture formats must be carefully designed such that full gray-

scale resolution of images is preserved.

Display Resolution in VR and AR

The concept of display resolution in virtual reality requires

specific consideration. With a regular radiology workstation,

display resolution is a fixed characteristic of the physical dis-

play itself (which is distinct from the generally lower under-

lying resolution of image sets themselves). In head-mounted

display mediated virtual reality, the physical displays are

viewed at a fixed distanced by the eyes through lenses, and

the perception of the entire virtual scene is defined by the

fixed resolution of these displays, with visual acuity

playing no role. Early developer kits of modern VR head-

sets were relatively low-resolution, and the individual

pixels composing the virtual scene were readily apparent.

The sensation of seeing the world being composed of in-

dividual pixels has been likened to viewing the world

through a screen door, and thus the result of lower resolu-

tion displays with less than optimal pixel Bfill-factors^

(i.e., the ratio of light producing area to total area in an

individual pixel) has often been referred to as the

Bscreen-door effect.^ This limitation in current HMD tech-

nology has implications for the clinical adoption of virtual

reality for unsegmented medical image viewing, where im-

age resolution may have image quality guideline consider-

ations [81, 82]. Fortunately, display technology is quickly

advancing to the point where individual pixels in VR head-

sets will be completely unresolvable by the human eye.

Because the headset display resolution is associated with

the entire virtual scene, display resolution of the medical im-

age being displayed is no longer a fixed characteristic as it is

on a physical workstation monitor. In a physical monitor, e.g.,

512 × 512 CT image is always displayed using all 1600 ×

1200 pixels if that is the resolution of the monitor and the

image is scaled to the full screen size. In a VR headset, which

has a resolution of 1080 × 1200 pixels for each eye for, e.g.,

the HTC Vive, the same image is displayed using a portion of

the 1080 × 1200 pixels at each time point, while the user is

interacting with it, depending on the proportion of the field-of-

view of the user that the image is covering in the virtual envi-

ronment. The effective resolution at which the image is

displayed in the virtual environment is modified not only by

changing the size (scaling) of the image in the virtual environ-

ment (just as it would change if the user of the standard mon-

itor scaled the image to take up only, e.g., half the monitor

size) but also by the proximity of the image to the user (posi-

tioning), while the effect of visual acuity on reading images is

nearly eliminated. These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 11.

2.5D Visualization

The natural progression from 2D visualization is a method of

visualization where the 2D image displayed is positionally

connected to the underlying 3D image volume from which it

was derived. This is achieved by modeling a moveable view-

ing plane that samples a three-dimensional volume containing

the scan set, such that the image displayed on the plane is the

cross section that intersects the volume. As a result, one can

re-orient and reposition the volume or the viewing plane

allowing the user to fluidly see any oblique image cross sec-

tion. We refer to this visualization method as 2.5D visualiza-

tion since the image being seen by the user is a 2D cross-

section, but the 3D spatial information as to where that 2D

cross-section is contained within the scan volume is also vi-

sualized. This is equivalent to the cross-hairs used in 3Dwork-

stations to convey the orientation of the multiplanar reforma-

tion. The main benefit of 2.5D visualization is that it allows

the user to intuitively and quickly select oblique views of

images while maintaining an understanding of the positional

relationship with the 3D volume. Displaying the images in this

familiar form factor also aligns with the considerable clinical

training for interpreting such images.

As with 2D visualization, the image information from

DICOM files must be converted to an image texture, but

now, the use of a 3D texture is required in order to enable

the computer to more quickly render the arbitrary plane as it

is interactively moved by the user. (In contrast, if a 2D texture

on a plane object was used, the texture would have to be

recalculated on the fly from the image dataset, based on where

the plane is positioned). One must associate the 3D texture

with a rectangular prism object that has the dimensions, posi-

tion, and orientation of the original scan volume.

Consequently, this necessitates an additional step to the pre-

processing required for 2D visualization, wherein the spatial

information of the scan must be extracted from DICOM

headers.

3D Visualization: Volume Rendering

The most three-dimensionally integrated method of visualiz-

ing medical images is with volume rendering [83, 84], where

the image is displayed as a 3D object in space. As in 2.5D

visualization, a 3D image texture is used, except in this case,

the image is not a cross-sectional sampling of the texture but is

generated by performing raycasting through the volume [85].

In raycasting, for each pixel of the image that displays the

rectangular prism containing the image volume, a ray of sight

is calculated through the volume. Along the ray, the image

volume is sampled at equidistant points using interpolation.

The sampled values (isovalues) are converted into a material

color and opacity, and consecutive sampling points are

composited to produce a final color and opacity.
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Volume rendering allows for considerable choice in the

interpretation of isovalues and can result in any number of

different resulting volumetric images. For example, the

volume can reflect the underlying grayscale value of CT

numbers, or bones only could be rendered with realistic

coloring and lighting, etc. These various options are pro-

duced by using transfer functions which map isovalues to

the accumulation of opacity (alpha) and color in an indi-

vidual raycasting step [86, 87].

As discussed previously, the benefit of a compelling and

immersive virtual reality experience is contingent on a high

frame rate (> 60FPS) which must be rendered in high resolu-

tion on two displays. These requirements pose a unique chal-

lenge for virtual reality implementations of volume rendering

which comes with a high computational burden. As a result,

volume rendering shaders (i.e., the code provided to graphics

processing units for image display) must be carefully opti-

mized—beyond the amount that implementations on non-

VR platforms require. Techniques such as early-ray termina-

tion and empty-space leaping [88] are among the tools that can

be used to achieve a high-performance implementation. These

techniques may require the pre-processing of underlying scan

data to generate optimization textures that are used in addition

to isovalue 3D textures. Additionally, GPU shader calcula-

tions that generate lighting effects on volume rendered images

may also require associated 3D gradient textures to be pre-

computed.

Manipulation of Data in VR and AR

Virtual reality does not simply differ from traditional 2D or 3D

modes of visualization, but also facilitates new and intuitive

methods of interaction. As with 3D printing, an immersive

virtual reality experience incorporates a true 3D perspective

for interacting with medical information but builds on the

benefit of 3D printing by including an entire surrounding en-

vironment for 3D interaction. The immersive element of vir-

tual reality, created by including input from tracked controllers

or hands and the position of a user’s head, opens previously

unavailable ways of interacting with 3D medical information.

Basic user interaction tools include the ability to grab and

reposition models and 3D image datasets, change their scale

through hand gestures, manipulating virtual handheld mea-

surement tools, and manipulating dataset transparency and

window and leveling. More complex interactions such as

handheld clipping planes (Fig. 12) that potentially use

Traditional display

VR visualization

a

b

c

Fig. 11 Illustration of the
considerations for apparent
resolution for (a) a traditional
radiological display and (b)

virtual reality visualization. The
effect of distance and scale in a
virtual reality visualization is
illustrated in (c). In all cases
shown, the medical image is
composed of a fixed number of
pixels as shown by the gray grid
on top of the heart. As shown in
(c), depending on how far or close
the user is to the heart in the
virtual environment, the number
of pixels used to render the heart
is different (the vertical screen is
always near the eyes)
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transparency, blending of fused image set data, or even time,

are part of a new creative and innovative domain for

interacting with medical data. It is the experience of the au-

thors that the quality of the design of an intuitive user-interface

has a considerable impact on the ease or difficulty with which

medical information in virtual reality is understood.

VR as a Tool for Collaboration

Virtual reality creates a wide variety of collaborative opportu-

nities. We actively design and use experiences where clini-

cians and other health care experts inhabit the same virtual

space and discuss the same medical data that is either a mutu-

ally interactable object in front of them, or the shared virtual

environment itself. This can be accomplished by sharing the

same physical space, but more interestingly by establishing

the collaborative experience over a network between two re-

mote locations. While we have implemented this at our insti-

tution, the potential has not been fully exploited.

The only technical challenge that needs to be overcome

with remotely connected applications is the sharing of large

medical data sets. It is likely that for a fluid experience, the

datasets that are being visualized must be locally stored, with

only the shared interaction (positioning, orienting, etc.) of the

datasets passed over the network. Cloud rendering options

may be another interesting alternative [89].

Summary

Virtual and augmented reality are poised for increased

adoption in a variety of applications in radiology, surgery,

and other therapeutic interventions. Historical applications

in medicine have largely emphasized patient-as-user appli-

cations with VR/AR being used as the intervention itself.

Recent breakthroughs have enabled expansion of clinician-

as-user applications, where adoption has been historically

limited by the ability of the technology to achieve a suffi-

cient quality of experience.

We have gone beyond the definitions of virtual and aug-

mented reality to set the stage for clinicians and other interest-

ed parties to distinguish between technologies, and to under-

stand how they relate to their use of real and virtual elements.

The various experiences commonly referred to as virtual real-

ity have been categorized by their level of technological so-

phistication. The current options for consumer-level virtual

and augmented reality systems are growing, as is the literature.

The work introduces a comprehensive conceptual framework

for how medical images in virtual reality can be viewed, and

we have outlined a number of considerations for placing these

technologies directly into a radiology-based workflow.
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